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Sexual Magic The Erotic Temple And Kabala
The erotic temples in Hinduism in India are famous for the images of the Gods and Goddesses
in sexual union on the Temple walls. The Temples where built for specific reasons. The sexual
union on the walls is showing the union of the chakra's. This union is the Magnum Opus.
Now today take this as a note for the corruption of Hindu teaching in the east. Popular Hindu
spiritual leaders will make up stories to down play this that have nothing to do with the actual
reason for them. One story is they are for focusing ones desires on the image till they have no
desires left the other famous tale is they put those on the walls to show this all had to be left
behind once entered the Temple. However the issue here is the Temples had courtesans in
them who engaged in sex with the Rishi's and other Sadhu's on the holy days.
This in the Greek world the Herios Gama the sexual union of the God and Goddess. This is also
the other meaning of the Gods who had sex with the women and bore Gods. The union of the
male and female charka's. The Northern mysteries show the Gebo rune as the sexual union as
and the ancient images of the Pagan's in the north showed sexual magic and ritual sex as
normal. The Goddess Freya initiated men into spiritual knowledge by sexual love. The Gebo
rune is the sexual union of man and women. Geb or Gebo the Egyptian God is shown in sacred
sexual union with Nut the sky Goddess. The male chakra's are the three lower ones how Geb is
shown and Nut the sky the three upper female chakras. Krisna is shown in sexual union with
Radha the same way. Krisna and Radha are shown in this image as the six pointed star as well.
The Gebo rune.
This was stolen and put into the Kabala by the Jews. The male and female worlds on the tree
are Gods and Goddesses who have sexual copulation with each other to generate the divine
spark of the Ain Soph. Soph is stolen from.....Sophia the serpent energy. The Kabala Rabbi's
practiced sexual magic with their wives on the Sabbath eve. They also praticed sexual orgies to
raise massive amounts of energy to then use this to curse Gentiles with and bring about the
Jewish agenda This was noted especially in the Jewish Kabala society of Rabbi Frank. His
Frankist movement used occult power to become the hidden hand in the French revolution
thought his creation of the Illuminati. Frank was the claimed Jewish Messiah of the time. Their
movement the Jacobin's took over by the barrel of a gun and brought in the Terror that
murdered tens of thousands of people in the most brutal ways only to be replayed again later by
the same Jews in the Communist revolutions they ran. The Jews do use occult power to curse
the Gentiles.
The Jewish enemy tells the Goyim in their program of Christianity that sex is dirty while they
themselves use it for occult power and rituals. The other reason the act of ascending Kundalini
energy is shown as sex between two people is because this also does this It creates a powerful
energy loop thought the spine's of both partners up the spine and out the head activating and
flowing energy into the chakra's and nadis to raise the power. This is still openly taught in the
Far East in Taoism and the higher level's of Tantric Buddhism which comes from Hindu
Shivaism. The ancient symbol of Yoga is the erect Penis in the Vagina the union of male and
female which generate Kama the divine energy which forms all of existence the union of Ying

and Yang in Taoism. This energy can be used to regenerate the being as well.
In the Kabala which is the occult key to understanding the Jewish Torah the blue print to
enslave the Gentiles. It states that Daath is what caused the fall from Paradise. Daath means
the sexual union of the male and female parts of the soul. Adam and Eve were just created as
naked dumb animals with the stated purpose to work for "God" which is Yahweh the Jewish
Race. But it was spiritual knowledge the serpent that allowed them to realize they were slaves
to the Jews when they came to know GOOD FROM EVIL which is what the Serpent whom the
Jews state was Satan in the Garden told them would happen. Which is what Yahweh feared.
The Garden tale is the original "Oy Veh The Goyim Know!" tale. The deeper level occult
narrative of Judaism states the Jewish Messiah Ben Joseph will take them back to the Garden.
The world government where the Gentiles are their literal animal property. Ben Joseph in the
Rabbinical texts has secretive meaning.....That of Yeshua Ben Joseph....Who is called Jesus
Christ to the Gentiles. Jesus in the Bible recreates the garden of Edin in the end of time he
returns the Jews to their Paradise where Jesus and the 144,000 thousand Jews who represent
the 12 Tribes of Israel rule the planet from the New Zion as God. In Kabala the entire Jewish
race is called "God" collectively.
The Gentiles at one point had a risen serpent on this planet which is what the Garden tale
warns about to the Jews. The next step was the full Magnum Opus which is what "God" Yahweh
the Jewish race and their reptilian entities who the Rabbi's openly state are their Seraphim
angels who work for "God". Attacked this planet and humanity to stop. "God" attacked this
planet in the story of the Tower Of Babel, because Humanity was close to raising the serpent.
This Yahweh in the Garden and the Babel tale warns if the Goyim achieve this then Yahweh the
Jewish race will have no power over them and the Gentiles will become Gods and the Jews will
be defeated.
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Something to notice is with the Jewish run Porn industry all the titles and attitudes are designed
to enforce the Jewish program of Christianity attitude towards sex. That it is dirty and disgusting.
And then dumb Christians like the good Goyim they are go "oh my gawd sexual feedumb is
sooooo sinfool please jooz ban dis".
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